
Product Quality and Confidence: 
Closing the Knowledge Segments 

 

Standards:  The task of sifting through all products to determine what is worthwhile is a daunting, if not 
impossible, task for the lighting professional let alone the individual customer.  What is needed to this end is 
two-fold: 

• Performance and Operational Standards that identify, to the extent feasible, a well-engineered quality 
product. 

• Governing bodies that can evaluate products in the market and identify those that meet the criteria. 

Qualified Product Lists:  This scenario has been implemented through a few different entities that are now 
working to consolidate and coordinate their efforts.  These organizations include Design Lights Consortium 
(DLC), Lighting Design Lab (LDL), and Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) among others.  The efforts of these 
bodies result in the QPL’s, or Qualified Product Lists, that lighting professionals, consumers, and electrical 
utilities can look to for guidance in identifying products that meet the somewhat standardized criteria.  
University-based departments are also involved in developing measurement standards and criteria, product 
testing, and furthering the technology of lighting and lighting control.  Such reputable research centers as 
California Lighting Technology Center at UC Davis in Davis, CA and the Lighting Research Lab at the Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY are contributing substantial data to support establishment of the standards and 
future benchmarking. 

Challenges:  These agencies have been slow to create QPL’s for some product categories that have been flooded 
with underperforming products.  While interior and residential applications have had substantial QPL’s for some 
time, when it comes to the high-intensity requirements of commercial/ industrial applications it has taken some 
time to form a consensus on what performance characteristics needed to be included and what standards to set 
for those characteristics.  DEG has been involved in these ongoing discussions and has been instrumental in 
forming the standards that products must measure up to in these retrofit applications.  In late November 2015, 
Design Lights Consortium (DLC) finally advanced a category for mogul base direct screw-in replacement LED 
lamps for HID bulbs.  This will finally open the door for utilities across the U.S. to offer rebates on these 
transition products to full implementation of LED integrated fixtures in the years ahead.  Transitioning with 
retrofits will allow the end-users to experience LED technology at a lower price-point using their existing fixtures 
and allow the cost-savings to pay for new fixtures in later years. 

Confidence:  As important as finding a product that performs the way it is expected to perform and gives the 
longevity that is advertised, is obtaining it from a manufacturer that instills some confidence that the “service 
after the sale” will be there when you need it.  Regardless of quality control procedures and diligent engineering, 
there WILL be failures in the field from time to time.  This is a given when dealing with electronic devices.  The 
industry’s weakest links in operating LED lighting is not the LED, it’s the electronics such as IC’s, caps and 
resistors in the LED drivers and power supplies that turn AC input to DC output to power LED lights.  

With “high-up” or elevated lighting fixtures such as 20’-35’ exterior pole lights, 15’-20’ wall packs and interior 
12’-15’ low bay and 20’-50’ high bay fixtures, the cost to replace just one failed LED lamp can be very expensive. 
However, let’s be sure we relate this to current HID bulbs and their reliability as well as to new LED fixtures and 
the cost to replace a failed full LED fixture.   

In both cases the “get there” cost is the same: bucket truck or scissor lift, installation personnel (one or two), 
tools and components and new HID bulb or fixture.  Then, the cost to remove and replace—simpler with a bulb 
and more expensive with a new fully integrated LED fixture replacement.  In the case of replacing a failed new 
LED fixture versus a new replacement LED lamp, the replacement LED lamp cost is the same as replacing a 
burned out HID bulb.  In any case, this cost is most often absorbed by the end-user/customer and this burden of 
additional “high-up” replacement expense often diminishes the confidence in the manufacturer and/or 



distributor, installer/contractor or ESCO.  This must be a shared cost burden as along the way everyone 
benefitted from the sale—taking care of the customer is paramount as it was with conventional bulbs. 

This is where it is important to realize that LED is more an “appliance” then a simple bulb.  This new lighting 
technology will take a few years to ‘shake-out’ the componentry nuances, complex integrated circuitry (IC) and 
finding more efficient manners to deal with thermal issues presented by LED.  For the new buyer/end-user the 
question will be “should I just wait” for these issues to be resolved?  We believe the answer is simply NO.  The 
reasons are many but the most important is ROI.  By waiting you could have already paid for the product and 
realized substantial savings—the cost benefit in not delaying and instead installing today far outweigh the 
energy expense in waiting.  If you have a solid company that has manufactured a quality product and stands 
behind their offerings, then there is no benefit whatsoever in delaying a change to LED.  The light is better, the 
light-output is superior, the colors are vast and both the energy-savings and reduction in your carbon footprint 
(and these additional benefits and savings) far outweigh any decision to wait for the technology to improve.  The 
LED train has left the station and from here the technology will continue improving and the savings will not 
drastically improve so simply stay with quality products.   

The key is finding and dealing with companies such as DEG.  Their direct affiliation and backing by a 36 year 
strong global manufacturing company with common ownership, and sharing a common belief that the only way 
that current misleading practices in the LED field are going to be remedied is by strong companies taking the 
lead to stand up for what consumers really need – ROI – and doing whatever it takes to deliver. 

Other Differentiating Factors:  LED’s provide a light source that heretofore has never been available in such a 
range of color (color temperature, measured in Kelvin), and with so many control possibilities to maximize 
energy savings based on occupancy or daylight levels.  With the implementation of ‘smart’ LED lighting, a 
networked platform is created for the collection of a myriad of other metrics covering everything from energy 
usage to traffic flow.  The age of the lighting “appliance” is upon us, when the light sources we utilize to 
illuminate our work and play areas are an active element in how we measure and control our environment. 
With LED, the future of lighting has taken a dramatic shift and very soon the IoT (the Internet of Things) will 
evolve to make LED lighting technology the new frontier of digital information delivery. 

Be sure that when you, the buyer or end-user, are attempting to find the right LED product for your application 
that you first take the time to learn the basics and nuances of light-emitting-diode (LED) technology.  There are 
many players from across the globe attempting to get in on this mega-billion dollar industry.  And, with this level 
of opportunity, unfortunately comes many who lack experience, do not have financial wherewithal or are strictly 
in the market to make a ‘quick buck’ and move on leaving unsuspecting buyers who lack knowledge about LED 
product differences holding the proverbial empty bag. 

It pays to be a smart buyer and stay away from the products priced too good to be true.  LED lighting is still a bit 
expensive compared to traditional lighting—but you get what you pay for if you only consider price as your 
measure.  A quality product has all of the required regulatory approvals front-and-center and not hidden away 
where they can’t be found or outlined on a single page document on the manufacturer’s website.  Being diligent 
will save you money in the long-run in buying cheap, then buying again when the underperforming products fail 
to deliver on the overstated life, performance, light-output and a host of other non-sustainable promises. 

Here are a few final questions to ask… 

1.  What is the Product Warranty, how strong is the company that stands behind the warranty, is the 
manufacturer located in the U.S. or abroad, are all of the components made overseas and shipped to the U.S. for 
assembly and then indicated “Made in the USA” or is the product truly majority made and fully assembled in the 
U.S.?  (It is inevitable that some electrical and other components are imported from foreign countries—we live 
in a global world and many components are made only off-shore and can only be sourced abroad.) 



2.  How long has the company you are buying from been in business?  How many years have they been 
manufacturing electronic products.  While a view of the product may look simple the many components “under 
the hood” are what separate the exceptional products from the underwhelming and overstated products that 
early on have proliferated the market.  Buying quality almost always pays—as the old saying goes “you get what 
you pay for”…in LED this holds especially true. 

3.  Be diligent, ask for regulatory documentation, testing data and reports, installation and fixture criteria, 
projects where their products are installed, light output data (lux/fc measurements) and finally, how does the 
company handle returns or failed products—and don’t be dismayed as even the very best have failures (GE, 
Osram Sylvania, IKEA, Philips, Cree, Halco and many other well-known manufacturers of lighting products). 
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